WHEN IT COMES TO INNOVATIVE ALUMINUM FINISHES, WE’VE JUST SCRATCHED THE SURFACE.

Presenting an aluminum finish with a chrome-like brightness and a light brushed texture, designed to make a striking impression.

featured aluminum finish: LIGHT SATIN
TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT ALUMINUM’S NATURAL BEAUTY IN KAWNEER’S NEW LIGHT SATIN ALUMINUM FINISH — THE FIRST IN OUR NEW ARCHITECTURAL METALS SERIES.

Aluminum – light in weight, easy to maintain and resistant to corrosion. The new Light Satin aluminum finish from Kawneer showcases the natural beauty of this miracle metal. A chrome-like brightness and a light brushed texture make a striking impression that conveys prestige and sophistication.

The architectural aluminum market demands a greater variety than ever before. As design trends have evolved, architects are seeking a “truth to materials” finishing on their products to celebrate the true nature of a material rather than masking it. Kawneer’s new Architectural Metals series of innovative aluminum finishes highlights the natural beauty of aluminum. Light Satin is the initial offering in this growing line of new and unique finishes. Kawneer is the first in the industry to offer this innovative aluminum finish for exterior architectural aluminum fenestration.

Aluminum products offer a clear advantage over stainless steel or aluminum/stainless steel-clad products; they are lighter in weight, easier to maintain and are more affordable. The Light Satin finish combines a look similar to stainless steel with the aesthetic preferences of flatness and sharp corners indicative of extruded aluminum.

Light Satin finish features:
• A consistent uni-directional, longitudinal pattern with a light brushed texture
• A bright aluminum color reminiscent of chrome
• An easy to maintain, smudge-proof surface resists fingerprint marks
• A Class 1 rating and a finish performance that meets or exceeds AAMA 611 for anodized architectural aluminum

Kawneer products available in the Light Satin finish include:

350 Heavy Wall™ Entrance with Trifab® VG 451T framing in the Light Satin finish.

Kawneer entrances can accommodate a variety of hardware options.

An easy to maintain, smudge-proof surface resists fingerprint marks.

A consistent uni-directional, longitudinal pattern draws out the finish’s beauty.

The flat and sharp corners of an aluminum door offer a polished look.

Kawneer will continue to add new finish options to the Architectural Metals series. To check on updates to the line or to learn about our other finish types, visit Kawneer.com.